The Balflex® “BE” Series Test Benches are designed with features that make proof and burst testing of hydraulic hose assemblies a quick and easy procedure.

**Manual BE Series Test Bench**

- Test pressure range to 50,000 psi (3500 bar) at 85 psi air
- Programmable electronic model with paper tape printout
- Zero to 5000 psi low pressure gage available
- 1/2” polycarbonate safety window
- Powder coat finish for durability
- Test area is at a convenient working height
- Interior coated with polyurethane bed liner material
- Automatic pressure cut off when door is opened
- 6 port multiple outlet manifold is standard
- Built in work light for good visibility during testing
- Pressure medium is standard tap water outlet
- Full front opening allows hose to be loaded on a skid
- Interior Dimensions: 18” high X 35 “ wide X 71” long
- Three pressure ranges are available:
  - BE1500: 1500 bar (21,500psi)
  - BE2500: 2500 bar (37,500psi)
  - BE3500: 3500 bar (50,000psi)

In today’s safety conscious environment testing is the final critical step in assuring that the product being delivered to your customer will meet all of the hose and fitting manufacturers specifications. Whether you are producing a single assembly or a production run, Balflex® has the test equipment to give both you and your customer the assurance that the product being produced has been assembled correctly.

**Electronic BE Series Test Bench**

Construction characteristics and dimensions may be changed at anytime without prior notice.

The data contained herein is for information purposes only and does not enlarge, amend or imply any warranty other than provided by the manufacturer with the product.

Any use of the product not in conformance with the manufacturer’s instruction may be dangerous.

Only items in this catalog are carried in stock. Some items are subject to minimum quantities or sold in multiples of standard quantities. Please refer to the price list or contact our commercial department. Prices subject to change without notice.
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